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ABSTRACT
Workstation clusters are becoming an interesting alternative to dedicated multiprocessors. In this environment, the
probability of a failure, during an application’s execution,
increases with the execution time and the number of workstations used. If no provision is made for handling failures,
it is unlikely that long running applications will terminate
successfully. One solution to this problem is process checkpointing.
This paper presents a checkpoint protocol for a multithreaded distributed shared memory system based on the entry consistency memory model. The protocol allows transparent recovery from single node failures and, in some cases,
from multiple node failures. A simple mechanism is used to
determine if the system can be brought to a consistent state
in the event of multiple machine crashes.
The protocol keeps a distributed log of shared data accesses in the volatile memory of the processes, taking advantage of the independent failure characteristics of workstation
clusters. Periodically, or whenever the log reaches a highwater mark, each process checkpoints its state, independently
from the others. The protocol needs no extra messages during the failure-free period, since all checkpoint control information is piggybacked on the memory coherence protocol
messages.

1 INTRODUCTION
Workstation clusters are becoming an interesting alternative to dedicated multiprocessors, due to the improvements
in network and processor technology [5,6,25]. Parallel applications based on the shared memory programming paradigm
can be supported by software running on the workstation
A version of this paper appeared in the 13th ACM
Symposium on Principles of Distributed Computing, August
1994.

cluster. This software implements a distributed shared memory (DSM) system. In these systems the application’s threads
of execution see a single shared memory space, which is kept
coherent according to a given memory model. The first DSM
systems used strict models [10,16] resulting in poor performance. More recent systems [1,3,8] introduced relaxed consistency memory models, which are capable of delivering
higher performance than strict models.
In workstation clusters, mean time to failure decreases
with increasing number of nodes. Hence, the probability of
a failure during the execution of a long running application
can become intolerably high. One solution to this problem is
process checkpointing. This paper presents a checkpoint protocol for DiSOM [11], a multi-threaded DSM system based
on the entry consistency memory model [3]. The protocol allows transparent recovery from single node failures
and, in some cases, from multiple node failures. It uses a
combination of a distributed log of shared data accesses and
uncoordinated checkpointing.
The logging mechanism is tightly integrated with the
entry consistency memory coherence protocol. In the entry
consistency memory model, shared data objects are associated with synchronization objects and all accesses to a shared
data object must be enclosed between an acquire and a release
on its associated synchronization object. Synchronization
objects enforce a concurrent read exclusive write synchronization policy. Therefore, the entry consistency constraints
ensure that a thread only observes updates to a shared data
object when it acquires the associated synchronization object. These constraints also ensure that updates, performed
by a thread, only become visible after the release.
The logging mechanism creates a log entry with a copy
of the object state, whenever a release is issued by a thread
that acquired the object for writing. The log entry is stored
in the volatile memory of the process where the thread is executing. If a thread in another process subsequently acquires
the object and later that process fails, the object version can
be recovered from the process where the log entry was stored.
This is always possible if we assume a single process pernode, a single node failure and that nodes fail independently.
This assumption is usually verified in workstation clusters.
The logging overhead is minimal because the log is

stored in volatile memory and all checkpoint control information is piggybacked on the memory coherence protocol
messages, avoiding extra messages during the failure-free
period. Contrarily to the sequential consistency memory
model [16], where each update operation must potentially be
logged, our protocol takes advantage of the entry consistency
constraints to avoid logging individual updates.
The checkpoint mechanism saves the state of each process on disk, periodically or when the process’ log reaches a
maximum size. We use an uncoordinated protocol [4,14,23]
where each process checkpoints itself, independently of the
others. This way we avoid the overhead of checkpoint coordination and the loss of process autonomy characteristic of
coordinated schemes [7,15,20]. In uncoordinated checkpoint
protocols the domino effect [21] must be prevented to avoid
a cascading of roll backs. Our checkpoint protocol prevents
the domino effect by using the distributed log. Furthermore,
the protocol is pessimistic [4,14], i.e. no thread in a surviving
process has to be rolled back if a failure occurs. Nevertheless,
it keeps the efficiency of optimistic schemes [23], because
logs are kept in the volatile memory of other processes.
The recovery mechanism starts by loading the failed
process’ last checkpoint in a free processor. Then, the recovering process obtains, from the other processes, all the object
versions acquired by its threads between the checkpoint and
the failure. Next, the recovering process threads re-execute,
acquiring the same versions of the same objects as they did
before the failure. This assumes that threads execute in a
piece-wise deterministic manner [9]. After recovery, in the
event of a single process failure, the system will be in a
consistent state. On the other hand, if multiple process failures occurred it might be impossible to recover the system
to a consistent state. The recovery mechanism detects this
situation and aborts the application.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section
presents related work. The system model is described in section 3. In section 4 the checkpoint protocol and the distributed
shared data log are explained. We draw our conclusions in
section 5. In appendix A we present proof sketches of the
theorems mentioned in the paper.

memory abstraction is implemented using messages, therefore we could use a message logging protocol to achieve fault
tolerance. This solution would perform worse than our protocol because our protocol takes advantage of the memory
model constraints to avoid logging all the information in all
the messages.
Most of the previous work in checkpoint protocols for
DSM systems on workstation clusters was based on the sequential consistency memory model [12,24]. The protocols
proposed by Stumm and Zhou [24] only offer a partial solution to the process recovery problem, since only the state
of shared pages is recovered. In their read-replication algorithm a process sends a copy of the dirty pages on every
message send. Richard and Singhal [12] logged all the pages
acquired in the volatile memory of the acquirer and saved the
log in stable storage whenever a modified paged was transferred to another process. The only reference we found about
checkpointing in relaxed consistent DSM was by Janssens
and Fuchs [13]. In their protocol a process is checkpointed
exactly before its updates become visible to the other processes. They used this characteristic to reduce the number
of checkpoints needed for recovery. They presented results
from trace-driven simulations showing a five- to ten-fold decrease in checkpoint overhead over sequential consistency
based techniques.
Our checkpoint protocol is also based in a relaxed consistency memory model but it uses the releaser’s volatile
memory to log updates to shared data objects. The log is used
to avoid roll back propagation. The checkpoint frequency is
independent of the application’s actions. Therefore, it can be
chosen based only on recovery time constraints. Unlike most
checkpoint protocols ours supports multiple-threads per process. Although the protocol only guarantees recovery from
single failures, a simple detection mechanism is used to determine if the system can be brought to a consistent state, in
the event of multiple failures.

3 SYSTEM MODEL
DiSOM is composed of a set of processes, one on each
workstation in the cluster. Processes communicate only by
message passing. Messages are delivered reliably and in
FIFO order. Each process is viewed as a collection of resources, which provides an execution environment for multiple threads. These resources include an address space, where
a subset of the shared objects is mapped.
Threads run in a piece-wise deterministic manner [9],
i.e. the execution of a thread is divided into deterministic
intervals started by nondeterministic events. A new interval
starts when a thread acquires an object for reading or writing
and ends at the next acquire. If the piece-wise determinism
assumption holds, a process can be recovered by restoring
its state from a checkpoint, letting its threads re-execute and
ensuring that they re-acquire the same versions of the same
objects. Each thread maintains a counter called logical time,
lt, which is incremented whenever an acquire is issued, the

2 RELATED WORK
One way to tolerate faults in a distributed system is
to use process checkpointing. In coordinated checkpoint
schemes [7,15,20], processes coordinate to ensure that the
set of process checkpoints represents a consistent state of the
system. These systems tolerate multiple failures at the expense of checkpoint coordination. In uncoordinated checkpoint schemes [4,14,23], processes take checkpoints independently. After a failure a consistent state is reached by
recovering the failed processes’ checkpoints and possibly by
rolling back some surviving processes. Logging can be used
to prevent roll back propagation.
In a message passing system, message logging can be
made in the receiver [23] or in the sender [14]. Our shared
2

acquire’s logical time is the incremented value. The system
assigns a unique identifier, tid, to each thread. The tid is
composed of the process identifier and a local thread identifier. Therefore, the process identifier can be obtained from
the tid. The tuple <tid lt> identifies a unique execution
point, ep, in the system, i.e. it identifies a thread and a logical instant in its execution. We say that an operation was
executed at ep = <tid lt> if tid executed the operation at
lt. We also define the relations and  as follows : epi
epj iff tidi = tidj ^ lti < ltj and epi  epj iff tidi = tidj
^ lti  ltj .
We consider a fail-stop model [22], where a processor fails by halting and all surviving processors detect the
node failure within bounded time. Network partitions are
not tolerated. We do not rely on special hardware support,
e.g. non-volatile RAM [2,17] or uninterruptible power supply [19].
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Figure 1: Three system states S1, S2 and S3. System states
S1 and S2 are inconsistent and S3 is consistent.
A suffix of the sequence of versions may be lost due to a
failure. A system state is consistent if all threads, holding
objects, hold the last versions of those objects and no thread
has acquired a version of an object that was lost due to a
failure.
During the failure free period, the memory coherence
protocol keeps shared memory in a consistent state. After a
failure the system must be brought back to a consistent state.
Figure 1 depicts the execution of two threads in different
processes. The notation Ovt is used to represent an acquire
of the version v of object O. The type t of the acquire is
either read, R, or write, W . S1, S2 and S3 are system states.
System state S3 is the only consistent state. S1 is inconsistent
because the acquire Y2r is included in the system state and
the previous acquire Y1w is not. Similarly, S2 is inconsistent.

MEMORY COHERENCE MODEL

A memory coherence protocol is best described as a
contract between the system and the application program.
If the program satisfies the contract’s requirements the system guarantees that the program views a sequentially consistent memory [16], which is the model expected by most
programmers. DiSOM uses the entry consistency memory
coherence protocol introduced by Midway [3]. The contract
imposed by entry consistency on the program is as follows.
Firstly, the program has to identify the relationships between
synchronization objects and data objects and explicitly associate them. Synchronization objects enforce concurrent read
exclusive write synchronization and data objects are arbitrarily sized language-level data items. Secondly, all write
accesses to a shared object must be enclosed between an
acquire-write operation and a release-write operation, on the synchronization object associated with the
data object. The updates only become visible in another process when a thread in that process subsequently acquires the
object. A thread acquires an object when it executes either
an acquire-write or acquire-read operation. Acquires are synchronous, i.e. a thread is blocked until the acquire completes. Thirdly, all read accesses must be enclosed
between either an acquire-read and a release-read
or an acquire-write and a release-write. The
program should use acquire-read and release-read
pairs to maximize concurrency and thus performance.
The evolution of an object state can be seen as a sequence
of versions V = V0  V1  :::. The initial version, V 0 , is the
object’s state at creation time. When a thread acquires an
object for writing, a copy of the last object version is created.
All updates performed by the thread, prior to the release, are
reflected in this copy. A new version, based on the copy, is
produced when the thread releases the object. The thread is
called the producer of the version. If an object is acquired
for reading and later released, no version is produced. The
last version of an object is the last element in the sequence.

4 THE CHECKPOINT PROTOCOL
The next section describes the data structures used by
the protocol. The use of these structures is explained in
sections 4.2 and 4.3. These sections describe the failure-free
behavior and the recovery procedure. The garbage collection
procedure applied to the protocol data structures is presented
in section 4.4. The last section explains the detection of
inconsistencies in the event of multiple failures.

4.1

DATA STRUCTURES

objId;
version;
probOwner;
status;
copySet;
epDep;

//
//
//
//
//
//

object identifier
version number
probable owner
object status
list of readers
ep dependency

Figure 2: Object data structure.
DiSOM uses a modified version of Li’s dynamic distributed manager protocol [18] to keep the shared memory coherent and implement synchronization 1. The proto1 DiSOM uses distributed copy sets. In this paper, to clarify the description, we present a simplified version of the algorithm with centralized copy
sets.
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col maintains an instance of the data structure presented in
figure 2 for each shared object. The first field, objId, is a
system wide unique identifier. The version field contains
the version number of the local copy of the object. The protocol associates with each object the notion of ownership.
The owner of an object is the process that keeps the last version of the object, i.e. the last process from which a thread
has acquired the object for writing. The field probOwner
is a hint to the identity of the object’s owner. The system
guarantees that the true owner of an object can be reached
by following the distributed probOwner chain. The status
field indicates how the object is being used, e.g. held for
writing, reading or not held, and the accesses permitted on
the object’s local copy. Finally, the copySet is a set whose
elements are the identifiers of all the processes with a readable copy of the object. Whenever an object is acquired for
reading by a thread, a read-only copy is kept in the process
where the thread is executing. Threads in that process can
successively re-acquire the object for reading, without interacting with any other process, until a writer invalidates the
copy. When an object is acquired for writing, the new writer
uses the copySet to invalidate the read-only copies kept in
the other processes.
We call an acquire local when an object is re-acquired
by a thread in the same process. This local acquire can occur
when the process has an up-to-date version of the object,
i.e. the process is the owner or has a read-only copy of the
object. The order of local acquires prior to a failure must
be reproduced during recovery. We use the field epDep to
achieve this goal. It records an execution point.

tid;
lt;
waitObj;
depSet;

identifier of the process where the producer thread was running. The exception occurs with local acquires as will be
explained in the next section.

objId;

// object identifier

version;
objData;
tidPrd;
nextOwner;
threadSet;

// version number
// object data
// producer
// next owner process
// threads which accessed the object

Figure 4: Log entry data structure.
Each process maintains a list of log entries, see figure 4.
A log entry is created when a release-write is issued.
It records the object’s identifier, its version number, its data,
tidP rd, nextOwner and the threadSet. The field tidPrd
contains the identifier of the thread that produced the logged
object version. The nextOwner field is initially null. When
this object version is acquired for writing, it is filled with the
identifier of the new owner process. The threadSet elements
are pairs of execution points, which represent acquires of
the logged object version. In each pair, <ep acq  epprd >,
epacq is the execution point of the acquire and ep prd is the
producer thread’s execution point when the acquire request
was satisfied.
objId;
epAcq;
localDep;
Plog;

// identifier
// logical time
// requested object
// dependencies

//
//
//
//

object identifier
acquire execution point
local dependency
process where it is logged

Figure 5: Dummy log entry data structure.
A dummy log entry, see figure 5, is created whenever a
local acquire is issued. The entries are used to describe local
acquires in order to reproduce them during recovery. The
dummy entry cannot be stored in the local process’ volatile
memory because if the process fails it will be lost. Therefore
the entry is sent to another process. Each process maintains
a list of dummy log entries received from other processes.
Each entry records the object’s identifier and the execution
point of the local acquire, epAcq, that produced the dummy
log entry. The field localDep records the execution point of
the local event that precedes this acquire. The P log field is
only used during recovery.
We call the log entries described in figure 4 regular log
entries, to distinguish them from the dummy log entries.

Figure 3: Thread data structure.
An instance of the data structure in figure 3 is kept
by each thread. The field tid uniquely identifies the thread
and lt is the thread’s logical time. The field waitObj is
used by the protocol during process recovery to re-issue object acquires that could have been lost due to the failure.
It has the form <objId type>. If not null, it means that
the thread has issued an acquire request of type (R=W ) for
object objId, which has not completed. The set depSet
is used to record a description of the thread’s dependencies. An acquiring thread, tidacq , depends on a producer
thread, tidprd , if tidacq acquired an object version produced
by tidprd . The depSet has an entry per each acquire performed by the thread in the past. Each entry has the form
<objId type epacq  epprd  P>. This tuple should be read
as follows: a version of objId was acquired for type (R=W )
when the acquiring thread’s execution point was ep acq and
the producer thread’s execution point was ep prd and it is
logged in process P . The P field usually stores the process

4.2

FAILURE-FREE BEHAVIOR

During the failure-free period, threads execute their programs and acquire objects for reading or writing. The memory coherence protocol keeps shared objects consistent. The
checkpoint protocol logs data necessary to recovery and piggybacks its control information on the memory coherence
4

protocol messages. This section describes the checkpoint
protocol and a simplified version of the memory coherence
protocol 2.
Whenever a non-local acquire is issued the following
steps are executed:

and an entry for this version is created in the log. This
entry records the object’s identifier, objId, the object
version, version, the object’s data associated with the
version, objData, and the identifier of the producer
thread, tidP rd.

1. When a thread tries to acquire an object, a request is
sent to the object’s probOwner with the form ([objId,
type, Pacq ], [epacq ]). This request carries the type
of the acquire, type, the local process identifier, Pacq ,
and the execution point of the acquire, ep acq . Then the
thread’s waitObj is filled with objId and type. Next,
the requester thread blocks waiting for the reply.

The procedure outlined above assumes that the releasing
thread and the acquiring thread execute in different processes,
that fail independently. The assumption fails whenever there
is a local acquire. Whenever a local acquire is issued the
following steps are executed:
1. When a thread issues a local acquire a dummy log
entry is created. The fields in the dummy entry are
used in the following way: the identifier of the object is stored in the objId field, the execution point of
the acquire is saved in epAcq and the value of epDep
from the object structure is recorded in the localDep
field. Additionally, the thread inserts a new dependency, <objId type epacq  epprd  P>, in the depSet.
The value of the entry’s epprd is set to the value epDep.

2. The request is forwarded along the probOwner chain,
until it reaches the owner process. When the owner
process receives the request, if it is a read request and
the object is currently held for writing, the request is
queued. Similarly, a write request is queued if the
object is held for reading or writing. When the request
is allowed to proceed, the pair <ep acq , epprd > is added
to the threadSet, in the object’s last version in the log.
The epprd is the current execution point of the producer
thread. Then, a response with the form ([objData,
Pprd ], [epprd , version]) is returned. The response
carries the identifier of the owner process, Pprd , and the
object version obtained from object structure, version.
Based on the type of the request, the owner also does
the following updates to the system data structures:

2. The release step is identical to the non-local acquire
release step.
3. The dummy entry is kept locally until a message is sent
by the memory coherence protocol. Then, the entry is
sent with the message, to ensure that it will not be lost if
the local process fails. The receiver process, Pi , saves
the entry in its log and sets the entry’s P log field equal
to its identifier. The local process deletes the entry and
stores Pi in the P field of the dummy dependency.

(a) Read request: Pacq is added to the copySet.
(b) Write request: The ownership is moved to the
new writer, along with the copySet, and the
probOwner field is updated to point to the new
writer. The field nextOwner in the log is made
equal to Pacq .

From time to time, each process checkpoints itself in
an asynchronous way, independently from the others. The
checkpoint is stored in stable storage. The size of the object log and the elapsed time since the last checkpoint are
used to determine the moment to take the checkpoint. The
checkpoint includes each thread’s stack and machine state,
the shared data and all system data structures (e.g. the log
and per-thread data structures).

3. The requesting thread receives the response. If it is the
reply to a write request, it sends a message to all the
processes in the copySet invalidatingtheir read copies.
In both cases, the tuple <objId type epacq  epprd 
Pprd > is added to the thread’s depSet, revealing the
dependency from epacq to epprd , the version in the
object structure is set to the value of version in the
reply and waitObject is nullified. The epDep in the
object is made equal to epacq and then the thread is
allowed to resume execution.

4.3

FAILURE RECOVERY

When a machine crash is detected, the process running
on that node has to be recovered. Process recovery restores
the shared objects and the system data structures to a state
consistent with the rest of the system. When recovery is
completed the system is able to recover from subsequent
faults on any process. In the appendix we prove that the
checkpoint protocol brings the system to a consistent state
after a single process failure.
The first step to recover a process is to get its most
recent checkpoint and reload it in a free processor. Then,
the process state is reconstructed from the checkpoint in two
steps. In the first step, the surviving processes collect all data
necessary to recover the failed process. The entries kept in
the log and dummy log are used to restore the state of the

4. The thread eventually releases the object. If the local
process is the owner the epDep field in the object
structure is updated with the execution point of the
release. If the object was acquired for writing, the
version number in the object structure is incremented
2 Throughout the description messages are represented by the tuple ([ ],
[ ]) , where and  are the information sent by the memory coherence
protocol and the checkpoint protocol, respectively. Symbols with the “acq”
subscript are related to the acquiring thread and symbols with the “prd”
subscript are related to the thread that produced the object version.
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Each thread’s LogList contains regular log entries and
dummy log entries. These entries correspond to acquires
performed by the thread. The recovering process creates the
LogList of thread tid using the elements from the various
LogSet in the following way:

data objects in the failed process. The data contained in the
dependencies is used to recover the log. In the second step,
the failed threads re-execute their programs, acquiring the
same versions of the objects as they originally did, until the
recovery is completed.
4.3.1



DATA COLLECTION

The failed process, Pckp, logically broadcasts a message asking for all information related to its threads. The
request message contains the set CkpSet, whose elements
are the execution points of P ckp’s threads at checkpoint time.
When a surviving process receives the message it executes
the following steps, creating the sets LogSet, DependSet
and DummySet:



If the element is a dummy log entry and the value of
the element’s epAcq field is an execution point of tid,
then the element is inserted in tid’s LogList.

The LogList is ordered by ascending execution points,
i.e. the regular entries are ordered by the value of epacq and
dummy entries are ordered by the value of epAcq.
The DependList contains the description of the acquires, performed by surviving threads, of object versions
produced by the thread. The DependList of thread tid
contains the dependency entries from the DependSet where
epprd is an execution point of thread tid. The list is ordered
by ascending values of epprd .
Recovering threads begin to re-execute when all data is
organized. During the log replay, the acquires issued by the
recovering threads are trapped by the system. Instead of the
usual acquire algorithm the thread obtains the object versions
locally from the LogList, without exchanging any message
with the other processes. Since the LogList is ordered by
ascending execution points, the object versions are arranged
in the order by which they were originally acquired.
The shared objects state and the thread’s depSet are recovered by executing the following sequence of steps whenever a thread issues an acquire:

1. Determine the object versions acquired by the recovering threads which were produced locally. The log
entries are inspected and the ones with ep ckp epacq
for each epckp 2 CkpSet and each <epacq , epprd >
2 threadSet, are added to the LogSet.
2. Determine which dummy log entries, created in the
failed process, are stored locally. The dummy log
entries are inspected and the ones with ep ckp epAcq
for each epckp 2 CkpSet are added to the LogSet.
3. Determine which objects produced in the failed process
were acquired by the local threads. The depSet of each
local thread is examined, and all entries with ep ckp
 epprd for each epckp 2 CkpSet, are added to the
DependSet.
4. Determine if any dummy logged object, created locally, was saved in the failed process. The depSet
of each thread is examined and entries with epprd
from a local thread and P = Pckp are added to the
DummySet.

1. It removes the first element from its LogList. If this
element is a regular log entry, the thread waits until
all the previous versions of the object are acquired by
the other threads. When the thread is allowed to proceed it updates the object state with the logged object
data. Otherwise, if this element is a dummy log entry,
the thread waits until the event with execution point
localDep is reproduced. Note that during recovery no
dummy entries are created.

5. Pending acquire requests may have been lost due to the
failure. The waitObj of each blocked thread, in the
surviving process, is used to re-issue pending acquire
requests. Duplicate requests are detected and discarded
by the memory coherence protocol.
The various sets are then sent to the recovering process
and the surviving process has completed its contribution to
the recovery.
4.3.2

If the element is a regular log entry and the value of
epacq in one of the pairs in the element’s threadSet
is an execution point of thread tid, then the element is
inserted in tid’s LogList.

2. The thread adds a new dependency, <objId type
epacq  epprd  P>, to its depSet. In the case of a
regular log entry the value of ep prd is retrieved from
the entry’s threadSet and P is the identifier of the
process where the version was produced. Otherwise,
epprd and P are set to the values of localDep and Plog
from the dummy entry.

LOG REPLAY

The recovering process collects all responses, merges
the various DummySet into a single DummySet and organizes the data from the LogSet and DependSet in a group
of lists. There are two lists per thread, the LogList and the
DependList, one for each type of set. Additionally the recovering process creates the InvalidSet, which is initially
empty.

3. In order to recover the probOwner and status field in
the object structure, every time an object is acquired,
if the nextOwner field in the regular log entry is not
null, the pair <objId nextOwner> is added to the
6

InvalidSet. On the other hand, if nextOwner is null,
the pair is removed from the InvalidSet.

threadSet according to the condition ep acq epckp for
each epckp 2 CkpSet. An empty threadSet means that the

logged object version is no longer needed for the recovery of
any thread and, if it is an old object version, it can be deleted.
The dummy log entries created by Pckp before the
checkpoint can be discarded. Those entries which are still
stored in P ckp are simply deleted. An entry which is stored
in another process is deleted when that process receives the
message with the CkpSet, if it meets the condition epAcq
epckp for each epckp 2 CkpSet.
After a process checkpoint, dependencies in preceding
intervals are no longer needed to recover that process’ log.
Therefore, the depSet entries can be garbage collected in
the same way as the log entries. When a process receives a
message with a CkpSet, it traverses the depSet of its threads
and removes entries with epprd
epckp , for any epckp 2
CkpSet.

The protocol recovers log entries as follows. When
a thread issues a release-write it creates a regular log
entry. The entry’s threadSet is recovered using the elements
from the DependList. The nextOwner field in the log
entry is left null, unless there is an element in DependList
representing an acquire for writing. In that case the element’s
epacq is used to update the nextOwner field. If there is no
such element, then the process was still the object owner
when the failure occured. In this case, the object’s copySet
is recovered using the threadSet.
When all thread lists are empty, the probOwner and
status fields in each object structure are recovered. For each
pair in InvalidSet the local object version is invalidated, i.e.
status is set to no-access, and the probOwner is set to the
value of nextOwner in the pair.
The dummy log entries that were kept in the failed process are recovered using the elements in the DummySet.
For each element in the DummySet, <objId type epacq 
epprd  P>, a new dummy log entry is added to the process’
list of dummy log entries. The dummy entry has the fields
objId, epAcq, localDep and Plog equal to the fields objId,
epacq , epprd and P from the DummySet element. Recovery is finally complete and requests received during recovery,
which were blocked, are replied to and the normal execution
mode is resumed.
The duration of the recovery period grows proportionally to the elapsed time, starting at the last checkpoint and
ending at the failure. In an environment where failures are
rare, checkpoints can be made less frequently, allowing a
more efficient behavior during the failure-free period. Nevertheless, the protocol tries to reduce interference between
the surviving processes and the recovering process. Surviving threads do not have to roll back and after sending the
information needed for recovery, they only have to wait for
the recovering threads, if they need an object which is being
reconstructed.

4.4

4.5

MULTIPLE FAILURES

The protocol ensures that the system is brought to a
consistent state after a single node failure. However, if more
than one processor fails, it might be impossible to restore
the system to a consistent state. The protocol detects these
situations with a conservative mechanism. The mechanism
detects all situations that can lead to an inconsistent state but
in some circumstances it can be pessimistic. In the appendix
we prove that in the event of multiple failures, either the
system is brought to a consistent state or the application is
aborted.
The detection is accomplished after the receipt of the responses from all the processes, including the recovering ones
(each process knows the identifiers of all the other processes
involved in the computation). A recovering process replies
as soon as its checkpoint is loaded. The detection mechanism
traverses the per-thread LogList searching for a maximum
length prefix, that includes an element for each logical time
since the logical time at checkpoint. If a logged object version was lost due to a failure the prefix will be a proper prefix
and the rest of the list is discarded. It might be impossible to recover the system to a consistent state when there is
an element in the thread’s DependList with a logical time
larger than the logical time of the last element in the prefix.
This situation occurs when a process has acquired a version
of an object that might not be recovered. In this situation
the application is aborted. Otherwise, recovery proceeds as
described in the previous section.

GARBAGE COLLECTION

The log, the dummy log and the depSet data structures
must be garbage collected to avoid memory exhaustion.
We call an object version old if it is not the last object
version and we call the corresponding log entry an old log
entry. Old log entries which were not acquired by remote
threads, are not needed for the recovery of any process. After
a process, Pckp , checkpoints its state it deletes these entries,
i.e. old entries with an empty threadSet.
The object versions logged in the other processes which
were accessed by Pckp’s threads prior to the checkpoint are
no longer needed for its recovery. After the checkpoint, P ckp
creates a set, CkpSet, with the execution points of its threads
at checkpoint time. Next, it logically broadcasts the CkpSet
to the other processes. The receiver processes traverse their
logs and remove pairs, <epacq  epprd >, from the various

5 CONCLUSIONS
We presented a checkpoint protocol for parallel applications, running in a workstation cluster. Applications are
composed of multiple threads of execution that communicate by sharing memory. Shared memory is kept coherent
according to the entry consistency memory model. The protocol allows transparent recovery from single node failures
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and, in some cases, from multiple node failures. In the latter
case, the protocol guarantees that the application is either
brought to a consistent state or an inconsistency is detected
and the application aborted.
The protocol’s main design goal is an efficient behavior during the failure-free period. It takes advantage of the
independent failure characteristics of workstation clusters to
log shared memory accesses in the volatile memory of the
cooperating processes. Each process checkpoints its state
periodically or when the log reaches a maximum size. The
use of distributed logs permits a choice of checkpoint frequency independent of the application’s actions, considering
only recovery time constraints. Hence, in a cluster where
failures are rare, checkpoints can be made less frequently.
The checkpoint protocol is tightly integrated with the entry
consistency memory coherence protocol. It uses the constraints imposed by the memory model to reduce the number
of shared data accesses that need to be logged. Furthermore,
no extra messages are necessary during the failure-free period, since all checkpoint control information is piggybacked
on the memory coherence protocol messages.
Currently we are studying ways to generalize the protocol, by applying it to other relaxed consistency memory
models. We are also exploring ways to integrate other forms
of synchronization with the checkpoint protocol.
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A THEOREM PROOFS
Theorem 1 The checkpoint protocol brings the system
to a consistent state after a single process failure.
Proof sketch: The system is in a consistent state, after
recovery, if all object versions acquired by surviving threads
are recovered by the protocol. Consider object version V n
that was acquired by thread tidsur, in a surviving process, and
created by thread tidrec , in the recovering process. If tidrec
created Vn , then it acquired Vn;1 for writing. The version
Vn;1 was acquired (1) locally in the failed process or (2)
from a remote process. In either case, a log of this acquire is
left in a surviving process because we are assuming that only
one process fails. In case (1) a dummy log entry is created
in the first process that interacted with the failed process,
through the memory coherence protocol. There is always
one such process, because at least the process running tidsur
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